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Abstract
Degradable hydrogels have been extensively used in biomedical applications such as drug delivery,
and recent interest has grown in hydrogels that degrade in recognition of a cellular response. This
contribution describes a poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) hydrogel platform with human neutrophil
elastase (HNE) sensitive peptide cross-links formed using thiol-ene photopolymerization rendering
the gel degradable at sites of inflammation. Further, protein therapeutics can be physically entrapped
within the network and selectively released upon exposure to HNE. HNE responsive hydrogels
exhibited surface erosion where the degradation kinetics was influenced by changes in peptide kcat,
concentration of HNE, and concentration of peptide within the gel. Using this platform, we were able
to achieve controlled, zero-order release of bovine serum albumin (BSA) in the presence of HNE,
and release was arrested in the absence of HNE. To further exploit the advantages of surface eroding
delivery systems, a smaller protein (carbonic anhydrase) was delivered at the same rate as BSA and
only dependent on gel formulation and environmental conditions. Also, protein release was predicted
from a 3-layered hydrogel device using mass loss data. Lastly, the bioactivity of lysozyme was
maintained above 90% following the exposure to thiol-ene photopolymerization conditions.
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1. Introduction
In recent decades, hydrogels have been exploited as attractive materials for many biological
applications including tissue engineering [1,2] and drug delivery [3]. Hydrogel cross-links
render them insoluble, but the networks are capable of absorbing > 99% of their weight in
water. The hydrophilic nature of the material is desirable for many drug delivery applications
where the intended therapeutic can denature because of hydrophobic interactions [4]. In this
regard, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) has been used extensively as a protein drug delivery
platform. PEG hydrogel network properties, such as mesh size [5] and mechanical properties
[6], are highly controllable. Additionally, proteins can be entrapped within this 3-dimensional
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network by inclusion in the prepolymer solution. Previous release studies using PEG diacrylate
(PEGDA) photopolymerized hydrogels have examined the diffusion of proteins out of highly
cross-linked gels [7]. The protein release is diffusion controlled, and the release rate is
subsequently tuned by varying the ratio of the mesh size to the size of the protein therapeutic.
However, this approach is only useful for systems when the protein size and the network mesh
size are similar. More recently, efforts have expanded in the synthesis of responsive hydrogels
that are capable of releasing a protein upon an applied stimulus such as pH [8], temperature
[9], glucose [10], or enzymatic activity [11]. While these materials provide a biocompatible
platform with the potential for controlled release applications, there remains a need for
biomaterials to respond to cellular stimuli.

As an alternative to diffusion-controlled release, researchers are interesting in designing
intelligent drug delivery systems capable of achieving localized, controlled release of a
therapeutic in recognition of a cellular event. One current approach involves covalently
incorporating enzyme cleavage peptides as pendent groups within the network [12-14]. While
these systems allow elegant control of the release for small biomolecules, the amount of drug
that can be loaded within the hydrogel is limited. Also, the gel must allow for adequate enzyme
diffusion, which can affect which protease is targeted or dictate the gel structural properties
needed to allow for rapid diffusion. Alternatively, peptides have been incorporated as cross-
links within PEG hydrogels rendering the material degradable upon exposure to a particular
enzyme. Collagenase sensitive peptides have been incorporated within a PEGDA monomer
prior to gel formation to promote encapsulated cell migration [15]. The advantage of this cell-
responsive material is the method by which it is fabricated. Photopolymerization serves as an
efficient method for gel preparation. The photoinitiated reaction occurs under mild, aqueous
conditions at room temperature with spatial and temporal control over the reaction kinetics.
These reaction conditions allow for the preservation of therapeutic efficacy during gel
formation. Also, photopolymerization allows for facile in situ gel formation and the ability to
fabricate complex geometric devices. However, some of the limitations of this material
platform are the requirement for post-synthetic modification of the peptide for monomer
preparation and the heterogeneous network structure that results from acrylate
photopolymerization [16].

Another enzyme-responsive, PEG-based hydrogel platform that has been used for protein
release relies on a Michael-type reaction for gel formation [11,17,18]. A multi-arm PEG
containing terminal vinyl groups can react selectively with a bis-cysteine peptide under basic
conditions. This reaction serves as an effective way to incorporate enzyme cleavable peptides
within hydrogel backbones by exploiting the sulfhydryl group on cysteine residues. In addition,
this reaction proceeds in a step-wise growth mechanism resulting in an ideal, homogeneous
network. However, there is minimal control over the reaction in space and time. In an attempt
to utilize the advantages of both hydrogel platforms with peptide cross-links, thiol-ene
photopolymerization has been explored as a novel way to fabricate PEG-based hydrogels
[19].

Thiol-ene photopolymerization is a highly efficient, radical mediated reaction between a thiol
and an alkene. A radical source, or photoinitiator in the presence of light, abstracts a hydrogen
from a thiol forming a thiyl radical which can add across a carbon-carbon double bond. The
subsequent propagation-chain transfer events result in a step-growth mechanism [20]. Using
this reaction mechanism for hydrogel formation allows for spatial and temporal control of
polymerization, a resulting homogeneous network structure, and the ability to easily
incorporate enzymatically degradable peptides within the backbone rendering the gel
responsive to cellular events.
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This contribution presents the use of thiol-ene photopolymerization as a method for fabricating
enzyme-responsive PEG hydrogels for the application of controlled protein release. In specific,
we are interested in developing a material with the ability to treat inflammation locally.
Previous research has examined incorporating human neutrophil elastase (HNE), an enzyme
present during inflammation, substrates within PEG hydrogels for controlled enzyme dictated
release [12]. This work examines the effect of HNE substrate (kcat), concentration of HNE,
and concentration of substrate within the gel on the kinetics of enzyme triggered gel degradation
and subsequent protein release. The controlled, predictable delivery of a model protein (bovine
serum albumin – BSA) was tailored by variations in hydrogel formulation. Lastly, the effect
of thiol-ene photopolymeriation on the bioactivity of an encapsulated protein was examined.

2. Experimental Section
Materials

4-arm poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) was obtained from JenKem Technology USA. 5-
Norbornene-2-carboxylic acid was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Fmoc protected amino
acids in their L-configuration, as well as O-Benzotriazole-N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-uronium-
hexafluoro-phosphate (HBTU) used for amino acid activation, were obtained from Anaspec.
MBHA Rink Amide resin was purchased from Novabiochem. Bovine serium albumin (BSA),
carbonic anhydrase (CA), and rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RBITC) were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich. Lysozyme and micrococcus lysodeikticus were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and Worthington Biochemical Corp., respectively. Human neutrophil elastase (HNE) was
supplied as a lyophilized powder from Innovative Research.

4-arm PEG-norbornene (PEG5k-norbornene) synthesis
4-arm PEG (Mn~5,000) with terminal hydroxyls (-OH) was functionalized with norbornenes
as follows. 5-norbornene-2-carboxcylic acid (24 mmol, 2.94 mL) and N,N’-
diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC) (12 mmol, 1.86 mL) were reacted in dichloromethane (DCM)
for 30 minutes to form the anhydride. In a separate round bottom flask (dried overnight), 4-
arm PEG-OH (4 mmol, 5 g) was dissolved in 40 mL DCM. To that, pyridine (20 mmol, 1.62
mL) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) (2 mmol, 0.24 g) were added. The norbornene
anhydride was then transferred to the PEG solution using a canula. The reaction was allowed
to proceed overnight at room temperature under an inert atmosphere. Afterwards, the reaction
was filtered, concentrated under rotary evaporation, and precipitated and washed (3x) in chilled
diethyl ether. The product was verified with H1 NMR (Supporting Information, Fig. S1). 1H
NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.28-5.79 (m, 2H), 4.24 – 4.09 (m, 2H), 3.78 – 3.43 (m, 112H).

Peptide synthesis
HNE sensitive peptide sequences were synthesized (Protein Technologies, Inc Tribute Peptide
Synthesizer) using solid phase Fmoc chemistry on a MHBA Rink Amide Resin (~0.7 mmol/
g resin substitution). Amino acid coupling was performed using HBTU/N-methylmorpholine
(NMM) in N-methylpyrolidone (NMP). Peptides were cleaved from the resin using
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)/triisopropylsilane (TIS)/water/D,L-dithiothreitol (DTT) (95/2.5/2.5
v/v) and allowed to react at room temperature for 2h. The reaction was filtered and the filtrate
precipitated and washed (3x) in chilled diethyl ether. Peptides were purified by semi-
preparative reversed phase HPLC (Waters Delta Prep 4000) using a 70-min linear (5-95%)
gradient of acetonitrile in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. Peptide purity was confirmed by analytical
reversed phase HPLC C18 column and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-
flight mass spectrometry (Applied Biosystem DE Voyager)(Supporting Information, Fig. S2).
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Thiol-ene photopolymerization of PEG-based hydrogels
PEG-peptide hydrogels were formed via thiol-ene photopolymerization (Fig. 1). Due to the
step-wise mechanism of network development (REF Ben), thiol and norbornene functionalities
were combined in equimolar concentrations. PEG5k-norbornene and bis-cysteine HNE
sensitive peptide accounted for 10% (w/w) (roughly 60 mM of functional groups) of the
monomer solution. To that, the photoinitiator 2-hydroxy-1-[4-(hydroxyethoxy)phenyl]-2-
methyl-1-propanone (I-2959, Ciba-Geigy) was added at a final concentration of 0.1 wt%. The
viscous solution was exposed to 365 nm light at an intensity of ~10 mW cm-2 for 10 minutes.
Gelation time and final elastic modulus were determined by dynamic time sweep rheology
experiments using a modified ARES rotational rheometer (TA Instruments) operating in the
linear viscoelastic region (strain=1%, frequency=100 rad s-1).

Hydrogel mass loss studies
Hydrogel disks (diameter=5.1 mm, thickness=0.9 mm) were placed in buffer (0.05 M HEPES
pH 7.4 + 150 mM NaCl) at 37°C. HNE was added to initiate hydrogel degradation. For
experiments examining the kinetic effect of the HNE sensitive peptide and PEG molecular
weight on gel degradation, the final concentration of HNE added was 1μM. For experiments
exceeding 2 h, the samples remaining were placed in fresh buffer and HNE to account for the
half-life of the enzyme in vitro (t1/2~30min as determined using a commercially available HNE
substrate). During gel degradation, samples were removed at their respective time points,
washed (3x) in H2O, freeze dried for 24 h, and then weighed to determine the mass loss to that
point.

Protein release experiments
Rhodamine-labeled protein BSA was used as a model protein to characterize release from the
PEG-based hydrogels formed via thiol-ene photopolymerization. Prior to gel formation, BSA
was added to the monomer solution described earlier at a final concentration of 1 mg mL-1.
After photopolymerization, gels were placed in buffer at 37°C for 2 h to release any protein
present on the surface of the gel. HNE was added to initiate protein release from the network.
At predetermined time points, the release medium was sampled and replenished with fresh
buffer and HNE. Fluorescence was measured (λex=550 nm λem=590 nm, Perkin Elmer Wallac
Victor2 1420 Multilabel Counter) to quantitate protein release.

Protein release from layered hydrogel
A three-layered hydrogel (diameter=5.1mm, thickness=1.2 mm, each layer thickness=0.4 cm)
was formed via sequential photopolymerizations. The bottom and top layers were fabricated
with a gel formulation comprised of PEG5k-norbornene and CGAAPVRGGGGC while the
middle layer contained the monomers, PEG5k-norbornene and CGAAP(Nva)GGGGGC. Each
prepolymer solution contained BSA-rhodamine (1mg mL-1). 1μM HNE was added and
fluorescence detected to determine protein release.

Bioactivity of encapsulated protein
Lysozyme was used as a model protein to determine if the radical-based, thiol-ene reaction
had deleterious effects on the activity of the encapsulated biomolecule. Monofunctionalized
PEG5k-norbornene (MeO-PEG5k-norbornene) and bis-cysteine peptide were used to achieve
similar concentrations of active radicals during photopolymerization without achieving a 3-
dimensional, crosslinked network. The prepolymer solution consisted of 10 wt% monomer
(MeO-PEG5k-norbornene & peptide) and 2 mg mL-1 lysozyme. The solution was exposed to
365 nm light (~10 mW cm-2) for 10 minutes to mimic hydrogel formation conditions. The
solution was diluted 100-fold to assay for lysozyme bioactivity. Relative bioactivity was
normalized to the positive control (native lysozyme solution).
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Rheological study of hydrogel polymerization via thiol-ene photochemistry

Fig. 2 shows the time sweep measurement of the storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”)
over the time course of gel formation when irradiated with UV light. Crossover point for
gelation (an estimate of gel point conversion) was determined at the point when G’>G” [21].
Based on this information, gelation occurs within 1 minute of light exposure and the gels reach
a shear elastic modulus of ~6 kPa under typical photoinitation conditions (0.1 wt% I-2959, 365
nm light, 10 min). Gel mechanical properties can be furthered tailored by varying the
functionality or molecular weight of the starting macromolecules. For example, the shear
elastic modulus decreased to ~1 kPa when a 4-arm PEG-norbornene (Mn~20,000, PEG20k-
nobornene) was used in the gel formulation (Supporting Information, Fig. S3). Gelation time
and properties were unaffected with the incorporation of protein in the prepolymer solution
(Supporting Information, Fig. S4).

3.2 Characterization of HNE triggered gel degradation
Hubbell and coworkers demonstrated that enzyme-responsive hydrogel degradation is
dependent on the peptide reaction constant (kcat), concentration of enzyme ([E]), and
concentration of substrate within the intact gel ([S]o) [11]. Fig. 3 shows the kinetics of hydrogel
mass loss in the presence of HNE. Varying the HNE-sensitive peptide cross-link affects the
kinetics of enzyme reaction necessary to degrade the gel. Gels with the HNE substrate
CGAAPVRGGGC degraded within 2 hours of enzyme exposure. However, when CGAAP
(Nva)GGGGC was used as a peptide cross-link a 2.5 fold increase in degradation time was
observed likely due to the decrease in kcat [12]. Decreasing the concentration of HNE can
further reduce the kinetics of enzyme reaction. Fig. 3b illustrates a 3-fold delay in gel
degradation in the presence of 200 nM HNE compared to 1 μM HNE. Since these gels are
made with stoichiometric equivalents of norbornene to thiols, an increase in molecular weight
of PEG monomer inherently decreases the concentration of substrate within the hydrogel. Fig.
3c shows the accelerated gel degradation when the peptide crosslink density is decreased.

It is also important to note that the mechanism for gel degradation is surface erosion as indicated
by the linearity of the mass loss profiles. To further confirm the mode of degradation, the
equilibrium swelling ratio was monitored over time in the presence of enzyme. Fig. 3d is a
representative graph showing constant swelling ratio over the course of gel degradation.

3.3 HNE triggered release of encapsulated protein from PEG hydrogels
To demonstrate the utility of this hydrogel platform for drug delivery applications, BSA was
encapsulated and subsequently released upon gel degradation. Fig. 4a shows varying protein
release curves when the HNE substrate was altered. No BSA release was observed over the
time scale of the experiment in the absence of HNE (data not shown). To further show the
triggerable release mechanism, Fig. 4b illustrates the on-off temporal control of protein
delivery only in the presence of HNE.

Surface eroding delivery platforms are capable of releasing molecules, of varying sizes, at the
same rate dictated by the gel formulation and the environmental conditions [22]. Fig. 5
illustrates the similar release profile of a smaller protein, carbonic anhyrdrase (CA ~ 29 kDa)
to that of BSA (~66 kDa) and the correlation with gel mass loss under the same experimental
parameters.

The protein release profile is dictated solely by gel degradation kinetics, which is characteristic
of surface eroding delivery systems.
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3.4 Predicting protein release from tri-layered hydrogel formed with thiol-ene
photopolymerization

Extensive work has been done to develop models able to predict drug release from surface
eroding systems [23,24]. As shown previously, mass loss data agrees with fractional release
profiles. Therefore, by predicting mass loss we can accurately describe the release of a protein
from a surface eroding system. The kinetics of mass loss is proportional to the surface area of
the device. In the case of thin hydrogel disks, the surface area remains relatively unchanged
throughout degradation (i.e., 1D erosion). Mass loss can then be predicted with the following
equations,

where f is the fractional mass loss and k (hr-1) is the slope. Assuming constant density and
surface area, a change in the sample dimension in the direction of degradation front (i.e.,
thickness) is decreased as,

where l is the length in a geometric direction and k’ is the degradation constant (mm hr-1) and,

where lo is the original hydrogel thickness (mm).

Fig. 6 illustrates the ability to predict protein release from surface eroding, enzyme-responsive
hydrogels formed via thiol-ene photopolymerization. The outer layers comprise of roughly
66% of the total volume of the gel. Up to that point, the mass loss is predicted using a single
rate of degradation (k’=0.41 mm hr-1)(Fig. 6, solid line). Upon reaching the inner layer
containing a different peptide cross-link, a unique degradation rate constant (k’=0.18 mm
hr-1) was implemented to achieve a decreased rate of release (Fig. 6, dashed line). By solely
changing the geometry with materials of varying degradation kinetic constants, we have
obtained a bimodal release profile with highly predictable kinetics.

3.5 Effect of thiol-ene photopolymerization on the bioactivity of lysozyme
Importantly, lysozyme activity was maintained above ~93% when exposed to the same
conditions as thiol-ene photopolymerization for gel formation in the presence of macromers
(Fig. 7). Free radicals formed by bond photolysis of the initiator when exposed to UV light
attacked the protein in the absence of macromers significantly reducing the bioactivity to
roughly 12% and 4% in the presence of 0.1 wt% and 0.025 wt% I-2959, respectively, after 10
min.

Discussion
The scope of this contribution was to describe and characterize a method for hydrogel formation
using thiol-ene photopolymerization for applications in controlled, enzyme-responsive protein
delivery. HNE was chosen as a targeted enzyme due to its high specificity to sites of
inflammation. During the onset of inflammation, neutrophils respond to infection by releasing
a variety of biomolecules, including enzymes such as HNE. Here we present a hydrogel drug
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delivery platform with HNE-sensitive peptide crosslinks, which allow for gel degradation and
subsequent protein release upon exposure to HNE. These HNE-responsive gels exhibited
surface erosion in the presence of enzyme. Classic surface eroding platforms, such as
polyanhyrides [25,26], exhibit surface erosion because the diffusion of water within the
hydrophobic polymer is much slower than the kinetics of bond hydrolysis at the material
surface. Similarly, the diffusion of HNE (~29 kDa protein) within the matrix is severely
hindered, if not completely inhibited in these cross-linked gels. The mesh size of the thiol-ene
gels was approximated using rubber elasticity theory [27-29] and found to be on the same order
of magnitude as the hydrodynamic radius of HNE. The timescale for reaction appears to be
faster than the timescale for molecular diffusion within the cross-linked hydrogel resulting in
surface erosion.

Surface eroding biomaterials can be highly desirable for drug delivery application. As shown
previously, protein release rates are not dependent on the size of the protein. In diffusion
controlled drug delivery systems, the radius of the protein plays a critical role in the rate at
which it is released. However, in an enzymatically reaction controlled delivery system, the
release of various biomolecules is dependent on factors influencing degradation (kcat, [E],
[S]o). By solely changing the gel formulation, highly controlled, tailorable zero-order release
can be obtained. This characteristic can be exploited in a multi-layered hydrogel platform
formed by subsequent photopolymerizations. This layered device could also be used to achieve
sequential, controlled delivery of multiple proteins where the release can be predicted based
on 1-D mass loss experiments.

Although photopolymerization reaction conditions are considered mild, it is still important to
consider the potential high-energy free radical interaction with encapsulated protein
therapeutics. Lin et al. hypothesized mechanisms of protein inactivation exposed to acrylate
photopolymerization [30]. In addition, (meth)acrylates non-specifically react with proteins in
the presence of a radical source, which could affect the bioactivity [31,32]. The potential
advantage of thiol-ene photopolymerization for protein encapsulation is the minimal
interaction the monomers would have with the protein. Most of the cysteine residues are
disulfide bridged within proteins resulting in minimal free thiols. Additionally, if modification
of the protein did occur through an available thiol, PEGylation of a protein has been shown to
enhance its stability in circulation [33,34]. BSA is known to contain 1 free thiol; however, the
crystal structure shows that it is not located at the surface indicating it would not participate in
the photoreaction of macromers [35]. Photorheology of a prepolymer solution containing BSA
was examined (Supporting Information Fig. S2). The final elastic modulus was similar for
thiol-ene gels formed in the presence or absence of BSA suggesting minimal interactions with
the protein during photopolymerization. The advantages of forming hydrogels for drug delivery
applications via photopolymerization are well known, however, it is still important to select a
reaction mechanism capable of rapidly forming a hydrogel with minimal deleterious
interactions with the protein.

Conclusion
Thiol-ene photopolymerization for biomedical applications was recently presented as a novel
mechanism for hydrogel formation. We exploited this technique to fabricate protein delivery
vehicles capable of enzyme responsive protein release at sites of inflammation. Controlled,
tailorable mass loss profiles exhibiting surface erosion were obtained by varying kcat,
concentration of HNE, and concentration of substrate. The advantages of surface eroding
platforms were exploited to release various size proteins on the same time scale dictated by
gel formulation. Additionally, the release can easily be predicted from more complex hydrogels
using 1-dimensional mass loss data. And finally, lysozyme retains ~93% of its bioactivity post
thiol-ene photopolymerization. This delivery platform has potential application for treatment
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of disease where inflammation has been implicated such as diabetes [36], rheumatoid arthritis
[37], and cancer [38].

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1.
Schematic illustrating the design and formation of enzyme-responsive PEG hydrogels
fabricated via thiol-ene photopolymerization (reaction mechanism included) for the controlled
release of protein therapeutics. Enzyme cleavage occurs between the P1 and P1’ amino acid
residues.
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Fig. 2.
Dynamic time sweep photorheology of thiol-ene photopolymerization hydrogel formation with
PEG5k. Gel point is approximated when the storage modulus (G’, ●) overcomes the loss
modulus (G”, □). Dashed line (---) illustrates when the UV light was turned on to initiate
polymerization.
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Fig. 3.
Gel mass loss profiles upon exposure to HNE (A-C). Influence of HNE peptide cross-link (A),
concentration of HNE (B), and concentration of substrate (C) were experimentally studied. (D)
Representative equilibrium swelling ratio as a function of time in the presence of HNE. All
gels were made of 10 wt% monomer and exposed to 1μM HNE (unless otherwise noted).
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Fig. 4.
BSA release profiles in the presence of 1μM HNE. (A) Protein release from thiol-ene hydrogels
fabricated with varying peptide cross-links. (B) Temporal control of protein release when HNE
is dosed (□) and when it is removed ( ). HNE substrate: CGAAPV↓RGGGGC.
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Fig. 5.
Protein release from thiol-ene hydrogels as a function of fractional mass loss. Each data point
represents the same time. Gel formulation: PEG5k-norbornene + CGAAPVRGGGC + protein
(1mg mL-1). [HNE] = 1 μM.
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Fig. 6.
BSA release from 3-layered hydrogel formed by subsequent thiol-ene photopolymerizations.
■ = PEG5k-norbornene + CGAAPVRGGGC + BSA (1 mg mL-1), □ = PEG5k-norbornene +
CGAAP(Nva)GGGGC + BSA (1 mg mL-1). Solid (—) and dashed (- - -) lines represent
predicted release.
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Fig. 7.
Influence of thiol-ene photopolymerization on the bioactivity of lysozyme in the presence of
varying concentrations of photoinitiator, I-2959. All samples were exposed to 365 nm light for
10 minutes with or without macromers present in the prepolymer solution.
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